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Abstract: In order to the meet the requirements for the timeliness and the large data volume of the data transmission of 
the towed linear array sonar system, a kind of data recording system based on PCI is designed. In the aspect of hardware, 
the system employs the scheme combining PCI9054 efficient DMA transmission technology and the external-expansion 
large-capacity FIFO to realize the high-speed and continuous sonar data transmission; in the aspect of software, the sys-
tem combines the memory mapping file based on dual-layer ping-pong structure and multithreading technology to realize 
the real-time storage, processing and displaying of the data. The results of the simulation and field experiments show that 
this recording system can stably and reliably realize such functions as real-time storage and waveform display-back of the 
sonar data, thus able to meet the data recording requirement of large sonar system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The towed linear array sonar plays an important role in 
the aspects of ocean exploration, oceanographic engineering, 
military naval warfare, marine science research, etc. [1, 2]. 
Therein, the data recording system acts as a bridge for the 
information transmission between underwater towed linear 
sonar subsystem and computer system. Due to large sonar 
data volume and high transmission timeliness, in order to 
reliably transmit underwater towed linear array sonar data to 
computer system for real-time storage, it is necessary to 
adopt the high-speed computer bus technology to realize the 
design of sonar data recording system [3, 4]. According to 
the hierarchical position of the bus in the system mechanism, 
the computer bus is currently mainly divided into on-chip 
bus, internal bus and external bus [5], wherein the internal 
bus (also called system bus mainly including STD, ISA, PCI 
buses, etc.) and the external bus (mainly including RS-232, 
USB bus, IEEE-488 bus, etc.) can be used for peripheral 
equipment communication. Additionally, the external bus is 
usually used for the parts not having strict requirement for 
the transmission speed, e.g. RS-232 serial interface or USB 
interface; however, PCI bus [6] is frequently used for com-
puter application. According to the above comprehensive 
analysis, due to the features of high transmission timeliness 
and large data volume of sonar signal, PCI bus is used in the 
article as the computer interface in order to design a kind of  
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towed linear array sonar data recording system based on PCI 
bus. This system employs PCI bridged chip 9054 to realize 
DMA transmission and meanwhile combines the dual-layer 
ping-pong structure memory mapping file and multithread-
ing parallel processing technology to realize the real-time 
acquisition, storage, processing and displaying of towed lin-
ear array sonar signal. 

2. GENERAL SYSTEM SCHEME AND SYSTEM IN-
DEX 

2.1. System Structure and Scheme 

The towed linear sonar system structure is as shown in 
Fig. (1). According to the position, the whole sonar system 
can be divided into two parts, namely on-board equipment 
and subsea equipment, wherein the core of the subsea 
equipment is sonar detection towline mainly composed of 
sensing element, digital packet, header packet, com-
mand/synchronization downlink channel and data uplink 
channel. Specifically, the digital packet is composed of ac-
quisition module and transmission module, wherein each 
acquisition module includes 16 channels and each channel 
can carry out 24bitAD conversion and the signal sampling 
rate is 4 KHz. 

2.2. Main System Indexes 

According to the design requirements of a certain mili-
tary project, the towed linear array sonar data recording sys-
tem shall have the capability of receiving and processing the 
data from 512 sensing elements in a real-time manner. More  
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specifically, according to the design scheme in section 1.1 
and the project requirements, the sonar detection towline 
shall be composed of at least 32 data packets and each data 
packet shall acquire the sonar data of 16 channels; according 
to the index requirement, ADC of each channel employs 
24bit AD converter and the sampling rate is 4 KHz. There-
fore, the total net data rate 

 Vt
of the sonar detection system 

is: 

  Vt = 32!16! 24! 4000 = 49.152M (bps)  (1) 

According to the transmission protocol designed and de-
fined in the project, each data packet will compile the data 
acquired by the acquisition module from 16 sensing elements 
at each time into an integral data frame and transmit to the 
superior level. Therein, the data frame includes 80 bytes in 
total and each byte is 8 bits, with the format as shown in Fig. 
(2). 

The data frame includes 14-byte frame header, 64-byte 
data segment and 2-byte CRC verification segment, wherein 
the frame header is used to identify each digital packet, data 
frame type, digital packet No., frame No., time stamp, gain 
value, system expansion space reservation and other infor-
mation; the data segment is used to store the data acquired 
from 16 sensing elements, and each acquisition channel ac-
quires 4-byte data at each time, namely 32 bits. 

In order to strengthen the data transmission reliability in 
line, 8B10B encoded sonar data are transmitted. Therefore, 
according to the above analysis, the transmission rate 

 Vm
 of 

the whole sonar detection system is:  

  Vm = 32! (16! 4+14+2)! 4000!10=102.4M (bps)  (2) 

According to formula (2), in order to meet system re-
quirements, the towed linear array sonar data recording sys-

tem must have very strong capacity of converting, transmit-
ting and processing data in a real-time manner. 
3. TOWED LINEAR ARRAY DATA PROCESSING 
SYSTEM 

3.1. Data-Caching Scheme  

In order to ensure the reliable and stable transmission of 
high-speed data, the design scheme for the data-caching 
module is crucially important. Dual SDRAM ping-pong 
structure is usually used in such data-caching scheme. How-
ever, on the one hand, SDRAM is based on addressing mode 
access, has many address wires and needs to occupy a lot of 
IO interface resources; on the other hand, it has the features 
of dynamic refresh and complicated control time sequence. 
Therefore, such recoding system adopts external-expansion 
FIFO chip for the design of data-caching module; with sim-
ple control logic and high reliability, FIFO does not need 
complicated addressing operation. 

PCI9054 employs DMA mode to read sonar data from 
FIFO and upload to computer through the interrupted trigger. 
The data are continuously uploaded by the underwater towed 
system and the computer interruption response time is long 
and uncertain, so FIFO is used to cache data to compensate 
the interrupted response time so as to realize the integrity 
and the real-time storage of the data. More specifically, in 
order to continuously upload the data from the towed system 
to the computer for storage, it is necessary to meet the fol-
lowing conditions: the time 

  T1
 for writing sonar data into 

FIFO must be longer than the time 
  T2

 for the computer to 
read data from FIFO. 

According to relevant data and tests, the computer inter-
ruption response time is 100~125us. Under ideal condition,

 fR
, namely the clock frequency for PCI9054 to read data, is 
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Fig. (1). Towed Linear Sonar System Structure. 
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Fig. (2). Data Frame Format. 
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maximally as 33MHz; according to the actual measurement, 
in efficient transmission Continuous Burst mode, the average 
DMA speed is 100MB/s [7-9], namely

  fR = 25MHz . The 
clock frequency for writing sonar data into FIFO is 

 fW
, 

FIFO byte width is 32 bits and the depth is L, then: 

  T1 = L • fW
 (3) 

  T2 = L • fR +125us  (4) 

  T1 !T2
 (5) 

The FIFO depth selection basis can be deduced from 
formulae (3), (4) and (5), as shown in Table 1. 

According to formula (2), the speed for writing sonar da-
ta into FIFO is 102.4Mbps, and PCI bus length is 32 bits, so 
the clock frequency for writing data into FIFO is 
102.4/32=3.2MHz. If

  fW = 5MHz , then L =2k is enough.  

According to above analysis, it is only necessary to select 
the FIFO with the storage capacity over 2k to meet the data-
caching requirement of the system; however, in order to not 
only reserve certain hardware for practical design, but also 
facilitate the expansion of the sonar towline in future, a kind 
of synchronous FIFO, IDT72V36110 is selected for the sys-
tem, wherein the depth thereof is 128k and the width thereof 
is 36bit; if 32-bit word width is used for data storage, then 
the total caching capacity is 4.096Mbit [10-12]. 

 

3.2. Hardware Structure of Towed Linear Array Sonar 
Data Recording System 

The hardware structure of the data recording system is as 
shown in Fig. (3). The system is composed of photoelectric 
receiving and dispatching module, serial-parallel/parallel-
serial conversion module, logic control module, FIFO cach-
ing module and PCI9054 interface module. Therein, on the 
one hand, the photoelectric receiving and dispatching mod-
ule converts the electrical command signal issued by the 
computer into optical signal and dispatches it to the towed 
sonar system; on the other hand, the photoelectric receiving 
and dispatching module converts the optical signal uploaded 
by the towed sonar system into electrical signal and dis-
patches it to the recording system. The serial-parallel/ paral-
lel-serial conversion module is mainly composed of 
MAX9206 and MAX9205 and is used to realize serial-
parallel/parallel-serial data conversion. The logic control 
module is mainly composed of FPGA; on the one hand, this 
module processes and dispatches the command information 
issued by the computer; on the other hand, this module con-
trols the caching and uploading of the sonar data [13, 14]. 
FIFO caching module is used to cache sonar data. PCI9054 
interface module takes out sonar data from FIFO through 
DMA mode, timely and speedily uploads the sonar data to 
computer memory. 

 

 

Table 1. FIFO Depth Selection Basis. 

No. 
 fW

/(MHz)  L  

1 3 426 *2=852(1k) 

2 5 781*2=1562(2k) 

3 10 2083*2=4166(5k) 

4 15 4687.5*2=9375(10k) 

5 20 12500*2=25000(25k) 

6 23 35937.5*2=71875(71k) 

Table 2. Maximum Transmission Rate Test Result. 

No. 
 fW

/(MHz) 
 VW

/(MB/s) δ  

1 5 20 0 

2 15 60 0 

3 20 80 0 

4 24 96 0 

5 25 100 5% 
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4. UPPER COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR 
TOWED LINEAR ARRAY SONAR DATA RECORD-
ING SYSTEM 

The upper computer software is the control center of the 
sonar data recording system and is mainly responsible for 
dynamically configuring and dispatching subsea equipment 
(e.g. sensing element, acquisition board, transmission board, 
redundancy backup board) and controlling the operating state 
of the whole sonar detection system as well as timely record-
ing, processing and displaying the sonar data, etc. Object-
oriented visual integrated programming system Visual C++ 
is adopted for the design as the development environment in 
order to realize format conversion, storage and graphic moni-
toring of large-volume data [15-17]. The main control soft-
ware design framework is as shown in Fig. (4). The main 
control software is mainly used to complete the three soft-
ware requirements indicated in Fig. (4), and the three re-
quirements are realized through the multithreading concur-
rent execution mode, wherein requirement 1 aims at timely 
storing the sonar data through dual-layer ping-pong structure 
memory mapping file mode while requirements 2 & 3 aim at 
receiving and displaying the sonar data as well as controlling 
the operating state of the system. 

4.1. Multithreading Technology 

After the software is started, the main control software 
maintains the normal operation thereof through main thread 
A and displays the operating state of the sonar detection sys-
tem through Screen 1. After the data acquisition initialization, 
the auxiliary thread B for data acquisition is started to con-
vert the data frame transmitted by the acquisition subsystem 
into intermediate format data; afterwards, on the one hand, 
the intermediate format file is converted into standard sonar 
detection SEG-Y format file for storage; on the other hand, 
the waveform of the intermediate format data is displayed on 
Screen 2 to meet the requirement for friendly man-machine 
interaction. 

The data volume of the system will be increased along 
with the increment of the sensing elements, and the pro-
cessing task involving such large data volume will bring 
adverse effect to the real-time processing and displaying of 
the data waveform, so the system adopts multithreading con-
current execution technology in the process of displaying 
back the data waveform. Firstly, all elements are divided into 
multiple primitive data groups according to the position rela-
tionship of the elements and the data of each primitive data 
group is provided with one data buffer of which size shall be 
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Fig. (3). Hardware Structure of Data Recording System. 
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able to display and output the sonar data on one screen; then, 
one secondary thread is defined for each primitive data group. 
After the operator inputs the primitive data group to be dis-
played through the human-computer interaction interface, the 
corresponding secondary thread is initiated to process the 
data; after batch data processing, the main thread is initiated 
to display the processing result. The multithreading data pro-
cessing method is as shown in Fig. (5). 

4.2. Real-Time Storage of Sonar Data Through Dual-
layer Ping-Pong Structure Memory Mapping File Mode 

The data acquisition subsystem continuously uploads da-
ta streams, but it takes long time to establish storage file, and 
if the new file is established after one storage file is maxi-
mally utilized, the data uploaded by PCI will be lost during 
the period of establishing the new file. In order to solve the 
above problem, the system employs dual-layer ping-pong 
structure memory mapping file mode to realize the real-time 
storage of the sonar data. 

When using memory mapping file to process the files 
stored on the disk, there is no need to execute I/O operations 
for the relevant files, because the memory mapping file plays 
an important role in processing large data volume files. 
Therein, the memory mapping refers to the mapping from 
one file to the process address space [10]. One address space 
area is firstly reserved through the memory mapping file and 
meanwhile such physical storage is submitted to this area, 
wherein the physical storage mapped by the memory file is 
sourced from the file already stored on the disk. Before file 
operation, the file must be firstly mapped. 

5. EXPERIMENTS 

The data recording system hardware is as shown in Fig. 
(6). 

On the one hand, Experiment 1 is designed to verify 
whether the data recording system can meet the design re-
quirements of the towed linear array sonar system (512 sens-
ing elements); on the other hand, as described in the previous  
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Fig. (5). Multithreading Data Processing Method. 

 

 
Fig. (6). Data Recording System Hardware. 
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section, we select and use the FIFO caching module with the 
calculation capacity greater than the theoretically calculated 
volume in order to facilitate the further expansion of the so-
nar towline in future; the recording system based on FIFO 
caching module shall have stronger data receiving and 
transmitting capability, so Experiment 2 is designed to fur-
ther test the maximum rate for the recording subsystem to 
reliably and stably transmit data. 

Experiment I: error rate test  
Basic thought for error rate test: simulate the generation 

of the real sonar data frame in FPGA and compare the re-
ceived data and the transmitted data in the computer to judge 
data error rate δ generated during the transmission process, 
namely: 

  
!= The number  of  error  bits

The total  number  of  bits transmitted
  (6) 

The specific realization process is as follows: (i) Firstly 
simulate the continuous generation of sonar data frames in 
FPGA as shown in Fig. (4) according to data transmission 
protocol; set the transmission rate of writing data into FIFO 
as 102.4Mbps (according to formula (2)); adopt 80-byte data 
frame (as shown in Fig. 2) mentioned in the transmission 
protocol as the data frame format, wherein 64-byte data 
segment carries the sonar data acquired by 16 channels (32 
bits for each channel) and the data of each channel is set as 
32-bit data gradually accumulated by 1 from 0. (ii) Secondly, 
adopt the data recording system mentioned in the article to 
transmit and receive data. More specifically, store the re-
ceived data, and then design corresponding data comparison 
method to compare the received data and the transmitted data 
and meanwhile record the error bits. 

Transmit 1GB data for each time at the transmitting end, 
compare and store the received data in the computer, as 
shown in Fig. (7), and repeat the experiment for 20 times,  
 

 

wherein the error rate of data transmission and receiving is 0. 
Therefore, the result of the repeated experiments has verified 
that the recording system can stably and reliably meet the 
design requirements of the towed linear array sonar system. 

Experiment II: maximum transmission rate test 

Similar to Experiment I, simulate the generation of real 
sonar data frames in FPGA and compare the received data 
and the transmitted data in the computer to test the error rate
! . Notice: it is necessary to gradually increase the click 
frequency fW

for writing the simulation data into FIFO dur-
ing the test process in order to increase the data transmission 
rate  VW

 , and repeat the experiment for each determined 

 fW
 for 20 times. The experiment result is as shown in Fig. 

(2).  
Conclusion obtained from the experiment result: the 

maximum inerrant data transmission rate of the data record-
ing system is 96MB/s. 

CONCLUSION 

In allusion to the high timeliness and large data volume 
of the towed linear array sonar data transmission, a kind of 
towed linear array sonar data recording system based on PCI 
bus is designed, wherein the maximum continuous data 
transmission rate available for the data recording system is 
96MB/s; and meanwhile the memory mapping file based on 
dual-layer ping-pong structure is adopted for the real-time 
storage of the sonar data; and the multithreading concurrent 
execution technology is adopted for the real-time processing 
and displaying of the data. The towed linear sonar system 
has been tested in Qilihai, Tianjin, and the test result shows 
that the system can stably and reliably run, and timely store 
the data, as well as display back the waveform within the 
preset time interval, thus to well meet the design requirement 
for a certain military project. 

 

 

Fig. (7). Error Rate Test Result. 
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